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Introduction

J. F. Rittf introduced the idea of irreducible system of algebraic differ-

ential equations and showed that every system of such equations is equiva-

lent to a finite set of irreducible systems.

One of the objects of this paper is to develop a special type of abstract

ideal theory which has Ritt's theorem as a consequence. The elements of our

ideals are polynomials in unknowns yi, • • • , yn and a certain number of their

derivatives. Following Ritt, we call these polynomials forms. The coefficients

in these forms are assumed to be elements of a differential field fJ of charac-

teristic zero.f A differential field is a commutative field (as in abstract algebra)

whose elements a, b, ■ ■ • have unique derivatives aiy h, • ■ ■ which are ele-

ments of the field. These derivatives must satisfy the rules (a+¿»)i = fli+&i

and iab)i = aj)+abi.§ The totality of these forms with coefficients in fJisa

differential ring^.H We consider differential ideals, which are ideals contain-

ing together with any element its derivative.^ An example given by Ritt

shows that there exists a differential ideal of <r\ having no finite subset, such

that every element of the ideal is a linear combination of elements of the

subset and their derivatives with forms of iP\ as coefficients.**

Certain results of Ritt suggested that we consider, as our purpose permits,

only differential ideals which have the property that if they contain an ele-

* Presented to the Society, October 28, 1933, and December 27, 1933; received by the editors

November 24, 1933.

t J. F. Ritt, Differential Equations from the Algebraic Standpoint, Colloquium Publications of

this Society, vol. 14. Cf. p. 14.

X For definitions of terms of abstract algebra see B. L. van der Waerden, Moderne Algebra.

§ Abstract differential fields have been treated by R. Baer, Algebraische Theorie der differentier-

baren Funklionenkörper, I, Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, Sitzungsberichte, Mathe-

matische-Naturwissenschaftliche Klasse, 1927-1928, and by the author, Differential fields and ideals

of differential forms, Annals of Mathematics, vol. 34 (1933), pp. 509-517. They have been used by

O. Ore, Formale Theorie der linearen Differentialgleichungen, Journal für Mathematik, vol. 167 (1932),

pp. 221-234, and vol. 168 (1932), pp. 233-252.
Il Raudenbush, loc. cit., p. 514. In the definition of differential field, substitute ring for field to

obtain the definition of differential ring.

1 Raudenbush, loc. cit., p. 516.

** Ritt, loc. cit., p. 12.
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ment a of il, they contain any element b of %. such that a positive power of

b is a. We call these differential ideals perfect differential ideals. We show that

every perfect differential ideal of 5\ is the intersection of a finite number of prime

perfect differential ideals.

The use of perfect differential ideals was suggested by the foUowing two

results of Ritt:

(a) Every infinite system of forms has a finite subsystem whose manifold of

solutions is identical with that of the infinite system*

(b) Let Fx, ■ ■ • ,FT;G be forms such that G has every solution of the system

Fx, ■ ■ • , Fr. Then some power of G is a linear combination of the F i and a cer-

tain number of their derivatives with forms for coefficients.^

We obtain abstract theorems that specialize to a combination of these

results of Ritt. For instance, we show that every perfect differential ideal of <r\

has a finite subset such that every form of the ideal has a power which is a linear

combination of the forms of the subset and their derivatives with forms of ^ for

coefficients. The proof of this basis theorem is like the proof of Ritt's result

(a) in fundamental respects, but there are essential differences. We also ob-

tain an abstract generalization of Ritt's result (b). The conciseness of the

proof of this theorem is an indication of the simplicity of our theory.

Having established the basis theorem, the development of our ideal theory

follows approximately the well known methods of E. Noether.J

Perfect differential ideals

1. We consider a fixed differential ring <r\. of characteristic zero.

The intersection of any arbitrary set of differential ideals is a differential

ideal. For let a be any element of the intersection. Then a is an element of

every ideal of the set; hence the derivative ax is in the intersection. The inter-

section, which is known to be an ideal, is then a differential ideal. The inter-

section of any arbitrary set of perfect differential ideals is a perfect differ-

ential ideal. Let a and b be elements of <r\. such that a is in the intersection

and some power of b is a. Then a is in every ideal of the set, hence also b.

Therefore the intersection is a perfect differential ideal.

Let a be an arbitrary set of elements of î^. We notice that % is a perfect

differential ideal. The intersection of the differential ideals containing <r will

be called the differential ideal [a] determined by a. [a] is uniquely defined.

The intersection of all perfect differential ideals containing a we call the

perfect differential ideal \a\ determined by a. \<s\ is uniquely defined.

* Ritt, loe. cit., p. 10.

t Ritt, loe. cit., p. 108.
X E. Noether, Idealtheorie in Ringbereichen, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 86 (1921), pp. 24-66.
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Let a be any set of elements of iry. We shall denote by a' the set consisting

of all elements of %_ which have a positive integral power in a. Using the set a

of the preceding paragraph, we define cr„ recursively as follows:

o"i = [o"],

crn = [o-„'_i] in = 2, 3, 4, • • • ).

Let ß denote the totality of elements of the sets an. Then ß is a perfect differ-

ential ideal and is contained in { <t }, hence is {cr}. This means that any ele-

ment ¿of {a ] is in some crn with a sufficiently large subscript.

Lemma. If a differential ideal 5 contains a positive integral power a" of an

element a it contains the positive integral power aj2p_1 of the derivative ai of a.

8 contains (ap)i = pap-1ai hence 5 contains ap~1ai* Assume that 8 con-

tains ap-rai*, where r<p. Then 5 contains

p-r   « p-r   » p-r-1   t+i

ai(a    ai)j — sa2(a    Oi) = (p — r)a        ax   ,

where a2 = (a/)i; hence 5 contains ap_r_1ai'+2. Applying this result p — 1 times

to ap~lai we find that 5 contains di2p_1.

Let t be any element of {cr} not in ox. There is a least positive integer

n > 1 such that <r„ contains ¿. As an element of <r„, t is equal to a linear homo-

geneous expression in a finite number of elements of ern_i and a finite number

of derivatives of elements of <r„'_i with elements of the ring or integers for

coefficients.f But, by the lemma, each of these elements has a power in <r„_i.

Let r be their number and j the maximum of the powers to which each must

be raised to give an element of <rn_i. Then ¿"-'■+1 is in <rn_i, for each term of the

same power of the linear expression contains an sth power of some one of the

elements and hence each term is in trn_i.

This power of t by the same reasoning has a power in crn_2. Hence t has

a power in tr„_2. Continuing this process a finite number of steps gives the

Theorem 1. If t is any element of a perfect differential ideal {a} of a differ-

ential ring 5^ of characteristic zero determined by a set a, then some positive

integral power oftis in the differential ideal [a] determined by a.%

2.§ Lemma. If a perfect differential ideal it contains the product ab of any

two elements a and b then it contains the product apbq of any derivatives of a

and ö.||

* If ^ were of characteristic p we could not draw this conclusion.

f If n is an integer and a an element of the ring, \a = a, —\a=—a, na=(n— \)a+a, na=an.

X The theorem is not true for rings of non-zero characteristic.

§ The results of this and the next article are independent of Theorem 1 and true for non-zero

characteristic.

|| p may be zero; ao = a and we shall speak of the zero derivative of a. ap — (ap—l)i.
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Assume that ambn is in w. Then ir contains

2 2

am+xbn(ambn)x — am+xbn+x(ambn) = am+1bn.

Hence, by the definition of a perfect differential ideal, it contains a„,+ii»„.

Similarly, -k contains am¿»„+i. Since, by hypothesis, w contains aobo, the lemma

is obtained by induction.

Theorem 2. The intersection {<r,a} A [a, b\ of the perfect differential ideals

determined by the sets obtained by adjoining elements a and b, respectively, to

the set <7 of elements is the perfect differential ideal {a, ab} determined by the set

obtained by adjoining the product ab to o\*

Every element of [a, ab] is in the intersection. We have only to show that

any element t of the intersection is in {a, ab}.

By Theorem 1 some power of /, say f, is in [<x, a], and some power, say

/', is in [<r, b]. Hence tT+' is in {a, ab} since each term of the product of the

Unear expression for lr, in terms of the elements of o and a and their deriva-

tives, and for /*, in terms of the elements of a and b, contains either elements

of a or a product apbq of derivatives of a and b. By the definition of perfect

differential ideal, {a, ab} contains /.

Decomposition of perfect differential ideals

3. We shaU say that a perfect differential ideal ir which is determined

by a set a has a as a basis. If every perfect differential ideal of a differential

ring *R.has a finite basis, we say that 1\ is a differential ring with a basis theorem.

Theorem 3. Let

«"1 á tt á »J á  ' * '

be an infinite sequence of perfect differential ideals of a differential ring with

a basis theorem such that each ideal contains its predecessor in the sequence.

There exists an integer « such that

Tn  =  Tn+1 =   ' "  -   • T

Let ir be the totality of elements in the ideals of the sequence. Let a be

any element of ir. Then a is contained in some ideal of the sequence with a

sufficiently high subscript. Therefore ir contains ax or any element b having

a power equal to a and hence is a perfect differential ideal, w has a finite basis

* A more general theorem could be proved but this is sufficient to our purpose,

t Cf. van der Waerden, loc. cit., vol. II, p. 25.
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which must be contained in some ideal of the sequence with a sufficiently

large subscript ». But 7r„=7r, hence irn=irn+1= • • • .

A perfect differential ideal ir will be called reducible if there exist perfect

differential ideals a and 0 such that ir is a proper subset of a and of 0 and

is their intersection a A 0- If a perfect differential ideal is not reducible, it is

said to be irreducible*

Theorem 4. A perfect differential ideal which is irreducible is prime.]

We show that a perfect differential ideal which is not prime is reducible.

Let ir be a perfect differential ideal which is not prime. There exist two ele-

ments a and b such that ir contains ab but neither a nor b. Form the perfect

differential ideals {ir, a} and {ir, b}. Each contains rasa proper subset.

Their intersection {ir, a} A {ir, b} by §2 is {ir, ab} but since ab is in ir, the

intersection is ir. Hence ir is reducible.

Theorem 5. In a differential ring with a basis theorem, any perfect differ-

ential ideal is the intersection of a finite set ôf irreducible or prime perfect differ-

ential ideals.

We suppose that the theorem is not true. Then there exists a perfect

differential ideal ir which is not the intersection of a finite number of irreduci-

ble perfect differential ideals, ir must be reducible. Hence ir is the intersec-

tion of two perfect differential ideals a and 0 each containing ir as a proper

subset. At least one of the perfect differential ideals a and 0 is not the inter-

section of a finite number of irreducible perfect differential ideals. Let iri de-

note this perfect differential ideal. By the same reasoning jn is a proper sub-

set of a perfect differential ideal ir2 which is not the intersection of a finite

number of irreducible perfect differential ideals. Continuing in this manner

we obtain an infinite sequence of perfect differential ideals, each containing

its predecessor as a proper subset. This contradiction of Theorem 3 proves

the theorem.

In such a finite set of irreducible or prime perfect differential ideals, we

may delete in turn all ideals which contain other ideals of the set. The re-

maining set will be called an essential set.

Theorem 6. If a perfect differential ideal ir is the intersection of each of

two essential sets an, • • ■ , ar and 0i, • • • , ß„ then r = s and the a's coincide

with the ß's after a suitable rearrangement.

* This use of the word "irreducible" is analogous to its use in algebra. Cf. van der Waerden,

loc. cit., vol. H, p. 36.

t An ideal is prime if it contains together with the product of any two elements at least one of

the elements.
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ai is contained in some ß(. If not, each ß{ would contain an element 6<

not in «i. By a repeated application of Theorem 2, it contains the product

bi ■ ■ ■ b,. Hence «i contains this product, which contradicts the fact that ai

is prime.

We may suppose that «i is contained in ft after a suitable rearrangement

of the j3's. /3i is contained in some a which must be ai. For if ßi were contained

in ak, k^l, then «i would be contained in ak contradicting the assumption

that the a's form an essential set. Hence «i is ßi.

a2 is contained in some ß which cannot be ßi. Suppose that it is ß2. Then

ß2 is in a2 and is a2. Continuing in this manner the theorem is proved.

The basis theorem

4. In what follows we will need the following

Lemma. If the perfect differential ideal {cr\ has a finite basis, it has a finite

basis consisting of elements of a.

Let Si, ■ ■ • , sn be the elements of a finite basis of {a}. Each s{ as an

element of {cr} is an element of {cr,-} where cr,- is a suitably chosen finite subset

of cr. Every i, is in {cri, • • • ,tr„}, hence {cr} is {cri, • • • ,<rB}.

5. We prove the following theorem:

Theorem 7. The differential ring <r\. of forms in a finite set of indeterminates

yi, ■ • • , y« with coefficients in a differential field 5 of characteristic zero is a

differential ring with a basis theorem.

We suppose that the theorem is not true and force a contradiction.

Lemma. Let 2 be a perfect differential ideal without a finite basis. Let

F i, ■ ■ ■ , F, be forms such that by multiplying each form of 2 by some product

of non-negative powers of Fu ■ ■ ■ , F, a system A is obtained such that {A} has

a finite basis. Then {S, Fi • • • F,} has no finite basis.

Suppose, as we may by the lemma of the preceding article, that

{TJi, ■ ■ ■ , H,;Fi ■ ■ ■ Fs} is {2, Fi • • • F,}, where Hu ■ ■ ■ , 77, are forms

of S. Let a finite basis of {A }be chosen from the forms of A and let Ai, • • • ,A„

be forms of 2 such that the forms which they yield, after the above described

multiplications, form this basis of {A}. Let II be the totality of 77's and A's.

Then {n,Fi • • • F„] is {S, Fi • ■ • F.) and {II} contains {A}.

Since S has no finite basis, there exists a form L of S not in {n}. Some

Fi1" ■ • • F.O'L is in {A} and hence in {ll}. Consequently, if g is the maxi-

mum of the £,-'s, Fi« ■ ■ ■ F,°L° and hence F\ ■ • ■ F,L are in {n}. L is in

{II, Fi ■ • • F,} by our assumption and obviously in {n, L] ; hence by §2

it is in {ll, Fi • • • F,L] which is ¡II}. This contradiction proves the lemma.
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Lemma. Let 2 and {2, Fx ■ ■ ■ F,} be perfect differential ideals having no

finite basis sets. Then at least one of the perfect differential ideals {2, Fx}, • • • ,

{2, F,} has no finite basis.

We may limit ourselves to the case of 5 = 2. Let {2, Fx} and {2, F2} be

{$1, Fx} and {f>2, F2] respectively, where i»i and 4>2 are finite sets taken, ac-

cording to the lemma of the preceding article, as subsets of 2. {2, Fx} and

{2, F2} are also {i»i, <i>2, Fx} and {*i, $2, F2} respectively. {2, FxF2} is the

intersection {2, Fx} A {2, F2} by §2 and hence also {<Pi, f>2, FxF2} which

contradiction proves the lemma.

We consider the totality of perfect differential ideals of 21 without finite

basis sets.* We form a basic set] for each. By a lemma of Ritt'sf, we know

that there is a perfect differential ideal 2 without a finite basis whose basic

sets are not of higher rankj than the basic sets of any other perfect differ-

ential ideal without a finite basis. Let

(1) Ax,---,Ar

be a basic set of 2. Then Ax is not an element of ï, as otherwise 2 would have

unity as a finite basis.

For every form of 2 not in (1), let a remainder§ with respect to (1) be

found. Let A be the system composed of the forms of (1) and the products of

the forms of 2 not in (1) by the products Sx'1 ■ • ■ Sr" TV1 •••/,*■ of the

separants|| .S"; and the initials|| /< of the forms of (1) used in their reduction.||

Let Q be the system composed of (1) and the remainders of the forms of 2

not in (1).

{ñ} has a finite basis. If not, 0 would have non-zero forms not in (1).

Such forms would be reducedt. with respect to (1) and {fl} would have lower

basic sets than 2, contradicting our assumption. Consequently {A} has a

finite basis, for {A} is {ñ}.

The lemmas show that some {2, Si} or some {2, /,} has no finite basis.

But for every i, Si and Ii are distinct from zero, and reduced with respect to

(1). Hence the basic sets of {2, Si} and {2, /,} are lower than (1). This con-

tradiction proves the theorem.

* Cf. Ritt, loe. cit. In what follows we use the concepts and theorems of §§2 to 5 in this book.

The reader will have no difficulty seeing that these articles with slight changes in language apply to

our abstract forms.

f Ritt, loe. cit., p. 6.
X Ritt, loe. cit., p. 4.

§ Ritt, loe. cit., p. 9 and p. 7 for the existence. Notice that in case of non-zero characteristic a

séparant may vanish.

II Ritt, loe. cit., p. 7.
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Theorem 8. Any infinite system of forms contains a finite subset such that

every form of the system has a power which is a linear combination of the forms

of the subset and their derivatives with forms for coefficients.

This follows at once from Theorems 1 and 7, and the lemma of the pre-

ceding article.

Analogue of the Hilbert-Netto Theorem

We prove the following

Theorem 9. Let 2 and G be a system of forms and a form respectively of the

differential % of forms in a finite set of indeterminates yi, • • • , yn and with

coefficients in a differential field ï of characteristic zero. If G is not in {2} then

there exists a set of elements Oi, • • • ,a„ of an extension of 'S such that every form

of 2 vanishes when the a's are substituted for the indeterminates and such that

G does not vanish for the same substitution.

Let IIi, • ■ • , H» be prime perfect differential ideals whose intersection is

{2}. Some II,-, say II', does not contain G. By a theorem of the author's dis-

sertation,* there exists a set of elements <H, • • • , an of an extension of S such

that 11' is the set of forms of %. that vanish when the a's are substituted for

the indeterminates. The o's are then solutions of 2 but not of G.

In what follows, we suppose that £F is a differential field of functions of a

complex variable x meromorphic on an open region 21. Let II ' have A i, ■ ■ ■ ,AP

as its basic set. A i is of class greater than zero.f Let 5¿ and J< be the séparant

and initial, respectively, of A,-. We show that the basic set has analytic solu-

tions, when regarded as polynomials in the yn that they containf, for which

G and no séparant or initial vanishes. We suppose that every analytic solu-

tion of the basic set is a solution of T=Si • • • SpIi • • • IPG. Then by the

Hilbert-Netto theorem for polynomials, T is in II'. This contradicts the fact

thatll' is prime, for II' can contain no séparant or initial of the forms of its

basic set, and was chosen so as not to contain G. For a suitable value of x

the values of the analytic functions in such a solution provide initial condi-

tions for a regular§ analytic solution of the basic set which is not a solution

of G. By a theorem of Ritt's||, such a solution is a solution of II' and hence

of 2. This together with Theorem 1 gives Ritt's result (b).

* Raudenbush, loc. cit., p. 517, Theorem V.

f Ritt, loc. cit., p. 3.
X Certain of the yn may be indeterminate.

§ Ritt, loc. cit., p. 20.

|| Ritt, loc. cit., p. 25. The theorem is true if the system is not closed, provided it is an ideal.
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